
The Sight Of Food



What we 
taste is 
affected by 
what we see



The colour of food 
helps increase 
appeal

Especially strong 
primary colours

Think green, red 
and yellow 

Blue sometimes –
depending on what 
it is



Putting food on a smaller plate tricks 
us into thinking we will be fuller 
sooner

A blue plate makes food taste saltier

It’s about perception

Colour alone is not all there is to taste

But all senses are involved



Adding colour to a food can increase 
perception of taste by 10%

Either food itself or the packaging

ie: adding pink or red colour (not 
necessarily making it red) makes it 
tastes sweeter

This is known as psychologically-
induced sweetness



Psychologically-induced sweetness 
tastes the same as adding 10 percent 
more sugar

Blue wine does not sell as a colour (but 
does as a marketing concept)

Blue mouthwash does 

People think it’s more antiseptic than 
orange

Some expectation about colour is 
learned



We are coded to want “sweet”

Represents energy 

We have different levels of sensitivities 
for sugar

Low sensitivity means more is needed 
to satisfy

Childhood experiences with sweets 
also play a role



Green Ketchup
Ketchup  sells well and has three main tastes: 

- Sweet from high fructose corn syrup

-Sour from white vinegar

-Umami from tomato concentrate and other 
added flavours

-Basically sweet and sour

-Green relish is similar only from cucumber – it 
sells, too

-Green ketchup did not – perception matters



Sugar increases endorphins and 
dopamine

Makes us feel good and increases a 
sense of fulfillment and contentment

Too much can inhibit serotonin

Dopamine makes us search for food

Serotonin helps regulate or balance 
dopamine

Lower serotonin can lead to eating too 
much 



Rats: Binging on sugar has shown the 
development of more receptors for pleasure 
chemicals

This is in the areas of the brain involved with 
motivation for eating

Means they need more sugar to feel good

Withdrawal symptoms are seen when sugar is 
removed

Other studies showed that sugar as part of the 
diet did not cause withdrawal symptoms in rats 
when removed



The Colour Of The Plate
A study in Spain found than frozen strawberry 
mousse was rated 10% sweeter and 15% more 
flavourful when eaten on a white plate compared 
to a black plate

Food on round plates are found to be sweeter than 
on angular plates

Hot chocolate taste more chocolate-y from an 
vending machine in a orange plastic cup in 
comparison to a white one

Caffe latte is more intense and less sweet in a 
white cup as opposed to a clear glass one



Two studies of the elderly including 
those with advanced Alzheimers (blue 
plates)

Study 1: Switching to high contrast 
coloured plates increase food 
consumption by 25% and liquid 
consumption by 84%

Study 2: Found 30% increase in food 
consumption including those with 
dementia



This contradicts earlier statement about blue 
plate causing people to be satisfied with less 
food (1930’s)

Hospital food is bland – colouful plates makes 
it seem less bland

Red plates are linked to aversion – eat less on 
red plate

Touch of red can catch the eye – food logos 
Red = passion, love, anger, hunger, health, 
excitement and life



Pay attention to the staging of food in TV 
commercials and print ads (websites)

The plating of food is now being used by 
food chains

Using appearance to stimulate the 
perception of flavour

Yolk porn – heavy, denser foods (umami, 
protein)) in motion stimulates our brain to 
detect, track and concentrate visually

Also perceived to be fresher



Helping Clients
Can you get the client to invest more in 
the presentation of their food?

Think about what they eat (what you 
recommend) and how it looks

Adding a bit of colour to a recipe or 
meal can help the appeal (if it’s too 
bland in colour)

Show client pictures of colourful food 
to see if helps them be more attracted 
to what you recommend




